Firms That Pledge to Save Energy Likeliest to Invest in Efficiency Measures
by Thomas Content
June 13, 2013 - Companies that make public goals to trim energy waste are most likely to invest heavily in and reap the financial savings from being more efficient.  That was a key finding of the annual Energy Efficiency Indicator survey conducted by the Institute for Building Efficiency at Johnson Controls Inc.
The survey also found that economic uncertainty and competition with other investments prompted 41% of the U.S. decision-makers surveyed to scale back their energy efficiency spending last year.  The findings are being presented Thursday at the 24th annual Energy Efficiency Forum in Washington, D.C., which Johnson Controls hosts with the United States Energy Association.
In some ways, Johnson Controls Vice President Clay Nesler said, cutting energy waste is like losing weight.  The more specific goals you set and the more people you tell, the more likely you are to shed those pounds.  "If you just say you want to reduce weight, but you don't step on the scale, you don't have a measurement.  It's sort of a typical New Year's resolution," Nesler said.  "But if you actually set a goal and weigh yourself every week, you're more committed to do it.  And if I tell my spouse and friends that I'm doing it and I want to lose those 10 pounds, then I'm even more likely to do it."
Examples of organizations setting goals include the City of Milwaukee, Briggs & Stratton Corp., and Kohl's Corp., all of which have signed on to the national Better Buildings Challenge.  Challenge participants commit to trimming energy intensity by 20% by 2020.
Organizations that set public goals for cutting energy use were much more likely to increase investment in energy efficiency, with a 3rd tapping external sources of financing to meet the goals.  Organizations that publicly announced plans to cut energy waste implemented 50% more changes than institutions that didn't set goals, the survey said.  "The research shows that accountability drives action when it comes to energy efficiency, and we think more companies want to find ways to be efficient," said Dave Myers, president of the Johnson Controls building efficiency business, based in Milwaukee.
Erick Shambarger, who works on energy-efficiency projects and the Better Buildings Challenge for the city of Milwaukee, said recently the city has received commitments from owners of multiple downtown buildings to make changes to trim energy use.  The city's goal is to reduce energy intensity in 5 million square feet of space.
The survey also found that interest in energy efficiency has doubled since the 2010 survey, but that financial barriers remain.  At the same time, because of strained budgets, the survey found businesses and government entities alike are turning to external funding mechanisms to pay for energy-saving projects.
That includes energy performance contracts or property-assessed clean energy financing, or PACE.  Both of these mechanisms allow a company or school district to pay for upgrades through savings on their monthly energy bills.
"Another lesson in our research is we don't have to throw lots of public money at this," Nesler said.  "External financing from private sources can be used to increase these investments in energy efficiency and those financing and investments can be paid through the energy gains."
Speakers at the forum, held in Washington and webcast on the Internet, expressed support for federal legislation to step up investment in energy efficiency.  A bipartisan caucus of about 30 lawmakers is tracking energy efficiency in general, and energy-saving performance contracts for which companies like Johnson Controls, Honeywell and Siemens perform the upgrades, lawmakers said.  ESPCs "create jobs and save taxpayers money," Rep. Cory Gardner (R-Colo.) said.  "Are we ready to think outside the barrel?" Rep. Paul Tonko (D-N.Y.) asked.
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